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Art enthusiasts, the owners
brought a collection of pieces
(like this Clare Rojas painting)
that introduced pops of color—
and, occasionally, inspired the
decor. Here, designer Roman
Alonso mirrored the work’s
warmer tones of red and yellow
in the window seat’s throw
pillows and Orley Shabahang rug.
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A commitment to a
single timber—Central
California’s Monterey
cypress—expresses
itself on each
architectural surface.

A SILICON VALLEY FAMILY WITH SURF IN THEIR BLOOD BUILDS THE
ULTIMATE BAREFOOT-CASUAL RETREAT IN SANTA CRUZ WITH AN
ULTRA-LOCAL INGREDIENT AS THE STAR

While much of the decor
revolves around letting the
views and the starring cypress
shine, little moments of
wow were also sprinkled
throughout. Case in point: the
entry nook, where a Josef Frank
for Svenskt Tenn fabric wall
covering adds a pop of pattern.

IF

homes sprouted up along the Santa Cruz
coastline as naturally as California’s native
flora, there’s a good chance they’d look
like this one. The understated, wood-clad
structure that keeps watch over the Pacific
waves below appears grown from the same earth it stands
on—and it practically was. “Before we even had a concept for a
house we fell in love with [Monterey] cypress as our primary
material,” says Jonathan Feldman of San Francisco–based
Feldman Architecture. “There’s a real casualness to it, which
isn’t appropriate for everything. But for a beach shack—even a
nice, refined one—it was perfect.”
From a building standpoint, it was a tall order. Monterey
cypress, the tree that perches sculpturally (and iconically) along
clifftops on California’s Central Coast, isn’t a material that
comes easily—nor is it necessarily in demand, thanks to some
of its less-than-pristine parts. Luckily the owners—a Silicon
Valley family who grew up nearby, cruising the very same
cypress-lined street for a glimpse of the waves—were romanced
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by its unpretentious aesthetic and hyper-local nature. “We were
excited to have clients who really appreciated the poetry of
using this single material inside and out in all its different faces
and personalities,” says Feldman.
The architect knew whom to call: “wood whisperer” Evan
Shively, whose Northern California timber company, Arborica,
sources rare and indigenous woods from sustainable sources.
(Much of the lumber used here was reclaimed from fallen trees.)
“He convinced us to use the whole tree, which can save three
to four times the amount of wood you’d have to use if you
only went with the knot-free stuff,” says Feldman, who collaborated on the project with fellow partner Chris Kurrle, as well
as Project Architect Matt Lindsay.
From an aesthetics standpoint, using the entire tree allowed
its nuances to shine: Inside the home, immaculate parts were
doused in a warm stained finish and used for millwork and
cabinetry, while highest grade lumber clads the floors and ceilings. More “gnarly” grades were reserved for the exterior, where
the unfinished wood will develop a silver patina over time. It’s

Retracting glass doors
blur the line between the
indoor and outdoor
entertaining spaces (right
and opposite). The design
team fashioned both to
be completely in sync,
right down to the matching
cypress flooring and
decking. Designer Roman
Alonso borrowed inspiration
for the interior palette and
textures—from the kitchen’s
colorful display of ceramics
to its copper appliances—
straight from nature. “The
idea was to extend the
view into the house so
everything feels integrated
and calm,” he says.
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With wraparound views of
the ocean, the secondfloor main suite (opposite
and right) borrowed its
inspiration from the
scenery. “It needed to feel
one with nature,” says
Alonso. That manifested
in the overall calming vibe
of the space, as well as
within the palette—a
combo of blues (the
Greta Grossman chaise)
and sandy neutrals (the
Commune for Christopher
Farr silk-and-jute rug).

In a guest bedroom just
off the courtyard
(below, left), a painting
by California artist
Zach Harris introduced
a kaleidoscope of fun
colors, which Alonso
complemented with a
Swedish rug by Doris
Leslie Blau and an
electric blue tile by
Commune Design for
Exquisite Surfaces in the
bath (below, right).

a material, the design team says, that will get even better with
age as the exterior blends into the neighborhood.
In many ways, aging well was exactly what the home was
designed for. In addition to the cypress, most materials in the
home were chosen to weather in the coastal climate: cedar for
the outdoor dining table, brass for the kitchen hardware, and
soapstone for the countertops. “[The soapstone] reminded me
of Big Sur jade, which felt especially appropriate for this house
on the Central California coast,” says Roman Alonso, principal
at Commune Design, who helmed the interiors in collaboration
with the architects.
Inspired by a design conceit of creating a surf shack for a
professor, Commune’s interiors toe a deft line between salty
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and sophisticated. There’s ample board storage and no-fuss
fabrics for post-beach hours, yes, but subtle refinements complement via layered textures and pieces commissioned from an
impressive roster of artists, artisans, and designers. Alongside
an oversize wooden dining table by Bolinas, California, artist
Tripp Carpenter, for example, perches a quartet of barstools by
the small American design and fabrication company BDDW.
Nearby, the kitchen shelves hold a pottery collection that
includes pieces from Sausalito-based Heath Ceramics. “We
always start local,” says Alonso. “A good 70 percent of what’s in
here is from California.”
Avid entertainers (the wife is a trained chef ), the clients
asked for a home that could accommodate gatherings of
Spring 2022 COASTAL LIVING
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“ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL THINGS ABOUT THE ARCHITECTURE
IS THE ABILITY TO OPEN UP COMPLETELY TO THE OUTDOORS—
AND ISN’T THAT THE DREAM?” —DESIGNER ROMAN ALONSO

The courtyard (top), which lies just beyond the home’s street
entrance, sets the chill-but-sophisticated tone, with a cozy seating
area, a surfboard room that doubles as a bar, and a Ping-Pong table
at the ready. The feeling is private and sheltered while still giving
way to the expansive ocean view (above).
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every size. The solution from Feldman and Kurrle: a layout that
flows seamlessly from indoors to out, with dual patios (a
view-facing deck and a protected courtyard) for spaces to suit
the vagaries of ocean breezes and Central California weather.
The kitchen extends outward on the ocean side, where hardier
finishes like concrete for chaises were chosen to withstand the
elements. The courtyard, on the other hand, has a loungier vibe,
with a custom ceramic fireplace anchoring a plush arrangement
of outdoor seating. At the husband’s request, the “board room”
(housing the courtyard bar) integrates easily into the outdoor
hangout space. “One of the beautiful things about the architecture is the ability to open up completely to the outdoors—and
isn’t that the dream?” says Alonso. “That seamless indooroutdoor living is what everyone strives for in California.”
For the homeowners, whose first year inhabiting their getaway was during the pandemic, the ultimate dream ended up
being more time amid the sunlit rooms and fresh-air spaces of
their surf shack coaxed from those inimitable Monterey cypress
trees. “For a while they were considering making this their
permanent home,” says Feldman. “That’s how much they love
it.” That desire speaks to a dual achievement—one that honors
landscape and lifestyle in equal measure. “The timelessness of
the home—it seems simultaneously of yesterday and today—
captures imaginations,” say the owners. One might say that
feeling is truly home grown.

Multiple seating areas
anchor the blufftop
backyard by Monterey
landscape architecture
firm Ground Studio,
including a cozy firepit
gathering of CB2
Acapulco chairs.

